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Chapter 1. Introduction

In Docmenta content has to be created as well-formed XHTML. Docmenta includes a WYSI-
WYG editor that allows to create text-based content with only minor knowledge of XHTML.
However, if an author wants to edit the XHTML source directly, or if a developer has to in-
tegrate a different XHTML editor than the default editor, then more knowledge on how Doc-
menta uses XHTML is required. For example, a user has to know which XHTML elements
and attributes need to be used to create index-terms, footnotes, figures and so on. This is
described in this document as well as the rules that authors should follow, to optimize content
for different output formats (e.g. HTML and PDF).
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Chapter 2. General Rules

In Docmenta, a content-node has to contain a well-formed XHTML fragment. Only elements
that are allowed within the <body>...</body> part of an XHTML page are allowed. That
means, it is forbidden to use the <html>, <head>, <meta>, <style>, <link>, <frame-
set>, ... tags within a content-node.

Header elements

Furthermore, content-nodes should never contain header elements like <h1>,
<h2>,...,<h6>, because headers are automatically generated by Docmenta. The structure of
the generated header tags is based on the section-structure in Docmenta. In other words, in
cases where you would use a header-tag in a plain HTML document, a section-node needs
to be created in Docmenta instead. The section-node can itself contain other content-nodes
or section-nodes, therefore forming the hierarchical publication structure.

Export modifications

If a publication is exported as WebHelp, the XHTML is exported nearly unchanged (since
WebHelp version 2). There are some exceptions, for example Docmenta adapts links to the
exported file-structure and the configured link format. Another example are figure-titles and
table-captions, where Docmenta may add numbered labels, depending on the output-con-
figuration.

Non XHTML 1.0 elements

Elements that have not been defined in the XHTML 1.0 standard are allowed in con-
tent-nodes, as for example any of the new HTML5 tags. Although such tags are properly
exported for WebHelp output, some non-standard XHTML 1.0 tags may be ignored for other
output formats, for instance when exporting a publication in ePub- or PDF-format. Therefore,
to assure that the content is properly displayed in all output formats, only the elements and
attributes described in this document should be used in content-nodes.

For more advanced users, Docmenta provides a hook called "AutoFormat Transformation"
which allows to dynamically transform content before export. This way it is possible to trans-
form XHTML/XML elements that are not natively supported by an output format into content
that is supported.

As an example consider the title attribute of the <div> element. Normally the title
attribute is not displayed in print-output. However, you could create an AutoFormat-Trans-
formation that transforms the title-attribute into something that is visible in print-output.
This transformation could be done for all output formats, or by using style-variants (see 'Us-
ing style variants' [Docmenta User Manual]), just for specific output variants, as for example
print-output. A special use case of an AutoFormat-Transformation are dynamic templates,
which are described in 'Dynamic Templates' [Docmenta Tutorial].
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Chapter 3. Paragraphs and Blocks

This section lists all supported XHTML elements and attributes for defining paragraphs and
other formatted blocks. The listed elements and attributes are supported for interactive and
print output. The elements and attributes that are not mentioned in this section may still work
for HTML-based output (e.g. WebHelp), but are most likely ignored for print-output.

The class attribute

In Docmenta the formatting of paragraphs and other blocks has to be done by assigning a
CSS class to the corresponding element. The assignment of a CSS class is done by setting
the class attribute. The class attribute has to contain the ID of a Docmenta style.

The class attribute allows to assign multiple styles to a single element. This can be done
by separating the style IDs with spaces. For example <div class="important warn-
ing">...</div> creates a block that is formatted with the style properties of both styles,
"important" and "warning". However, assignment of multiple styles to a single element
is discouraged, as it may not be supported by all output formats. Furthermore not all XHTML
editors may support assigning multiple styles (CSS classes) to a single element. Therefore,
if a merged style is required, it is recommended to create a new style that combines the
properties of several other styles.

The style attribute

The style attribute should not be used to define formatting properties. Instead, the class
attribute should be used (see the section above). However, in few cases Docmenta uses
the style attribute to allow insertion of print-specific formatting instructions. For example,
the insertion of page-breaks can be done via the style attribute (see Chapter 11, Controlling
Page Breaks for details).

The id and title attributes

The id attribute can be used to assign an alias name to an element. Be aware that the alias
name has to be unique within the complete product-tree. By assigning an alias to an element,
the element can be referenced through links as described in Chapter 4, Links. However,
normally an alias is only assigned to section-nodes, figures, tables and labeled blocks, but
not to a paragraph. If an alias is assigned to an element and the element is referenced by
links, then also a title should be assigned to the element by setting the title attribute. For
more information on how to create links to content elements, see 'Referencing images and
tables' [Docmenta Tutorial] and 'Labeled blocks' [Docmenta Tutorial].

Supported elements and attributes

Following table lists all elements for creating paragraphs and blocks, which are supported
for interactive and print output. For each element the supported attributes are listed. The last
column gives hints on how the elements should be used.
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Chapter 3.  Paragraphs and Blocks

Element Supported
attributes

Comment

div class, id,
title

Defines a block with arbitrary content. A div element
should always have a class attribute containing the ID of
a block-style.

p class, id,
title

Defines a paragraph. Note that p elements should only
contain inline content like text, links or images. A p element
should not contain any other p element as direct child. If
blocks need to be nested, then the outer blocks should be
defined by div elements instead.

A p element can have a class attribute containing
the ID of a block-style. To create an indented para-
graph, the class attribute needs to be set to the val-
ue indent-levelX, where X is a digit (0-9) defining
the indentation level. The default indentation level is 0,
namely no indention. In other words <p>...</p> and
  <p class="indent-level0">...</p> both create a
non-indented paragraph. Whereas <p class="indent-lev-
el1">...</p> creates a paragraph that is indented by 1 lev-
el. The actual indentation space is defined by the output
configuration and should not be defined in the XHTML
source.

pre class, id,
title

Defines a pre-formatted block. In other words, line breaks
in the XHTML source are rendered as line breaks in the
output. This can be useful for the formatting of listings (to
avoid the need of inserting br elements at the end of each
line).

A pre element can have a class attribute containing the
ID of a block-style. If no class attribute is specified, then
the block is formatted using the pre-defined block-style
"pre" (see 'Pre-defined styles' [Docmenta User Manual]).
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Chapter 4. Links

A link is defined by the element a, which specifies the target in the href attribute:

<a href="target">link text</a>

The content of the element defines the displayed link text. Following table lists the different
types of link targets as well as the attributes that are supported for interactive and print output.

Element Supported
attributes

Comment

a href, title Defines a link to one of the following targets:

• A section or content node within the product-tree

• A file node within the product-tree

• An XHTML element with an id attribute assigned
(e.g. figure, table or labeled block)

• A URL of an internet resource (e.g. a web page)

The details for each type of link are given in the following
sub-sections.

Except for the internet URL, all targets have to be located within the product-tree. It is not
possible to create a link to a section that is located in another product, because the alias
names are only unique within the same product.

Link text replacement

If not otherwise specified, the text within the opening <a ...> and closing </a> tags is used as
link text. However, it is possible to create links, where the link text is automatically replaced
in the exported publication by a generated title. The generated title can, for example, include
the title of the referenced element. See Section 4.5, “Link Text Replacement” for details on
how to control link text replacement.

Active links

Depending on the output format, the link may be displayed as an active link or as plain text.
In case of an active link, if user clicks on the link, the viewer application jumps to the target
location.

4.1. Referencing Sections and Content Nodes
To create a link to a section- or content-node, the href attribute has to contain the alias of
the target, prefixed by the hash character (#). For example,

<a href="#intro">Introduction</a>

creates a link to the section identfied by alias "intro". The displayed link text is "Introduc-
tion" (if not otherwise specified as described in Section 4.5, “Link Text Replacement”).
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Chapter 4.  L inks

4.2. Referencing Figures, Tables and other
Content
References to figures, tables and other elements are defined the same way as references to
sections and content-nodes (see Section 4.1, “Referencing Sections and Content Nodes”).
For example, the following link defines a reference to the target identified by the alias in-
put_dialog:

<a href="#input_dialog">screenshot below</a>

The default link text is "screenshot below". Given this example, if the target element is
an image, then the image must have an id attribute with value "input_dialog" assigned.
For example:

<img id="input_dialog" title="Input Screen" src="image/screen_input" /

>

It is recommended that elements that can be referenced should also provide a title at-
tribute (as shown in the example above). If the target element provides a title attribute,
then link-text replacement can be enabled for the referencing link. See Section 4.5, “Link
Text Replacement” on how to enable link text replacement. For example, in the following link

<a href="#input_dialog" title="%target%">screenshot below</a>

the link text replacement is enabled. Therefore, in the exported publication the link text
"screenshot below" is replaced by the generated target title, for example "Figure 1: 'In-
put Screen'".

4.3. Referencing Files
In Docmenta a reference to a file-node has to be defined slightly different, than a reference
to section- or content-node. In case of a file-node reference, the href attribute value has to
start with "file/" followed by the alias of the file-node. Following an example of a link to a
file-node with alias user_requirements. The link text is "Requirements Document":

<a href="file/user_requirements" >Requirements Document</a>

Note that references to files are mainly useful for interactive output formats like WebHelp. For
HTML-based output the referenced files are exported to a sub-folder named "files". Clicking
on a file reference opens the file in the same or a new window, depending on the HTML
output configuration (see the "File/external link target window" setting in 'HTML output set-
tings' [Docmenta User Manual]). Be aware that for print output the link text of a file reference
might just be rendered as plain text.

If the referenced node is an image, then the URL can start with "image/" instead of "file/".
Following an example of a link to an image with alias summer_day:

<a href="image/summer_day" >Sunny day</a>

On export of a publication all referenced images are exported to a sub-folder named "im-
ages".
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Chapter 4.  L inks

4.4. Referencing Internet Resources
If the href attribute of a link does not start with a hash character (#) or "file/" or "image/",
then Docmenta assumes that the link references an external resource. An external resource
has to be identified by a URL. Normally a URL starts with the protocol followed by a server
name and an optional path.

Following an example of a link to a web-page:

<a href="http://www.docmenta.org">Homepage</a>

4.5. Link Text Replacement
It is a common requirement to display the title of the target as link text. However, the title
of the target may change after the link has been created. Therefore, the text replacement
needs to be done during export of the publication.

To instruct Docmenta to replace the link text by the title of the target, the title attribute
has to be set to the value
"%target%". For example,

<a href="#intro" title="%target%">here</a>

creates a link with link text replacement turned on. To be more specific: during export the
link text "here" is automatically replaced by the title of the target-node (identified by the alias
intro).

Note that the text replacement only occurs, if the target is located within the same publication.
In the example above, if the target intro is not located in the same publication and not
included in any referenced publication, then the link is rendered as plain text "here". The
same applies, if a target with alias intro does not exist within the product-tree.

If the link target is not included in the same publication but in a referenced publication, then
the link text is automatically replaced by the combined title, which includes the title of the
referenced publication as well as the title of the target in the referenced publication. See
'Inter-publication links' [Docmenta Tutorial] for more information on how to define referenced
publications.

Depending on the output configuration, a label may be added to the replaced link text. Giv-
en the example above, if the target is a section-node with title "Introduction", which is
located on the first section-level within the exported publication, then the link text "here"
may be replaced by "Chapter 'Introduction'". Furthermore, if chapter numbering is
enabled in the output configuration, then the replaced link text may be "Chapter 1: 'In-
troduction'". The text pattern used for links is defined by Gentext properties starting with
xref|, xref-number| or xref-number-and-title|, depending on whether only the
target title, only the number or the number and title is configured for link text replacement. See
'Gentext configuration' [Docmenta User Manual] and 'Gentext settings' [Docmenta Tutorial]
for more information on Gentext properties. Furthermore, for print output  the output option
"Include page numbers in references" allows to control whether page numbers are appended
to the generated link text (see 'Output configuration' [Docmenta User Manual]).

If the configured default pattern for link text replacement, does not fit for a specific link, then
the default pattern can be overwritten by appending one or more of the keywords title,
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Chapter 4.  L inks

quotedtitle, label, labelname or labelnumber in the title attribute. Following ta-
ble lists the possible settings for link text replacement:

Keyword pattern Description

%target% Default link text replacement as de-
fined by the Gentext properties and
the output configuration.

%target% title Title without quotes. No label.

%target% quotedtitle Title in quotes. No label.

%target% label Complete label (name and num-
ber), but no title. For example "Ta-
ble 3".

%target% label title Complete label followed by the title
(without quotes).

%target% label quotedtitle Complete label followed by the title
in quotes.

%target% labelname Just the label name (for example
"Table").

%target% labelname title The label name followed by the title
(without quotes).

%target% labelname quotedtitle The label name followed by the title
in quotes.

%target% labelnumber Just the label number.

%target% labelnumber title The label number followed by the ti-
tle (without quotes).

%target% labelnumber quotedtitle The label number followed by the ti-
tle in quotes.

For example, following element defines a link to a section with alias intro with customized
link text replacement:

<a href="#intro" title="%target% quotedtitle">here</a>

During export the link text "here" is replaced by the section-title in quotes (without label).
Note that if the link target is not included in the same or in any referenced publication, then
the link text remains "here".

Since Docmenta version 1.9 a shortcut notation can be used: Instead of passing the keyords
in the title attribute, the keywords can be given as content of the link element. For exam-
ple, the examples given above could also be written as

<a href="#intro">%target%</a>

<a href="#intro">%target% quotedtitle</a>

10



Chapter 4.  L inks

Print specific link texts

If a fixed text is given in the title attribute, then this text is used for print output. For ex-
ample, following element

<a href="#intro" title="Introduction">here</a>

defines a link where the fixed text "Introduction" is used for print-output and the fixed
text "here" is used for all other output formats.

However, if the title attribute starts with the keyword %target%, then the link text replace-
ment occurs for all output formats. If the link text replacement shall only occur for print output,
then the keyword %target_print% can be used instead. For example, following element
defines a link to the section intro with link text replacement just for print output:

<a href="#intro" title="%target_print% quotedtitle">here</a>

For print output the link text "here" is replaced by the quoted title of the target section. For
all other output formats (for example WebHelp) the link text remains "here".
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Chapter 5. Inline Formatting

Following table lists all elements that are supported for inline text formatting. Other HTML
elements and attributes may work as well, but only the elements and attributes listed below
are known to be supported for interactive and print output. The last column gives hints on
how the elements should be used.

Element Supported
attributes

Comment

span class, id,
title

A span element can be used to

1. Assign an inline-style

2. Create a footnote (see Chapter 9, Footnotes)

3. Create an index entry (see Chapter 10, Index Terms)

A span element should always have a class attribute.
The value of the class attribute has to be the ID of an in-
line-style. Note that a span element without any attributes
may be removed during export.

By adding an id attribute to a span element (and option-
ally a title attribute), the span element can be refer-
enced by a link as described in Section 4.2, “Referencing
Figures, Tables and other Content”.

br  Inserts a hard line break. The br element should have no
attribute.

strong,
b

id, title Applies the formatting properties defined by the inline-style
with ID "strong". The elements strong and b are equiv-
alent.

By adding an id attribute (and optionally a title at-
tribute), the element can be referenced by a link as de-
scribed in Section 4.2, “Referencing Figures, Tables and
other Content”.

big id, title Applies the formatting properties defined by the inline-style
with ID "big".

By adding an id attribute (and optionally a title at-
tribute), the element can be referenced by a link as de-
scribed in Section 4.2, “Referencing Figures, Tables and
other Content”.

em,
i

id, title Applies the formatting properties defined by the inline-style
with ID "emphasis". The elements em and i are equiva-
lent.

By adding an id attribute (and optionally a title at-
tribute), the element can be referenced by a link as de-

13



Chapter 5.  In l ine Formatt ing

scribed in Section 4.2, “Referencing Figures, Tables and
other Content”.

sub Formats the contained text as subscript.

sup Formats the contained text as superscript.

tt id, title Applies the formatting properties defined by the inline-style
with ID "tt".
By adding an id attribute (and optionally a title at-
tribute), the element can be referenced by a link as de-
scribed in Section 4.2, “Referencing Figures, Tables and
other Content”.

ins This element is removed during export. Note that only the
element is removed, but not the content that is wrapped.
If content in the source shall be marked, but marks shall
not appear in the exported publication, then this element
could be used.

del This element is removed during export, including the con-
tent that is wrapped. This element can be used in the
source to indicate that content has been deleted. The
wrapped content is marked as deleted in the source.

cite class, id,
title

Text marked as cite. An optional class attribute allows to
specify an inline-style to be applied (the class attribute
value has to be the ID of an inline-style).

By adding an id attribute (and optionally a title at-
tribute), the element can be referenced by a link as de-
scribed in Section 4.2, “Referencing Figures, Tables and
other Content”.

abbr An abbreviation.

acronym A word made from the initial letters of a name or phrase.
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Chapter 6. Images and Figures

Following table shows the supported attributes of the img element, which can be used to
insert images into the content. Note that other attributes may work as well, but only the
attributes listed below are known to be supported for interactive and print output.

Element Supported
attributes

Comment

img id, class,
height, src,
style, ti-
tle, width

Defines an inline image or figure. For details see the fol-
lowing sub-sections.

6.1. Inline Images
An inline image is inserted in the flow of a line in the same way as characters. That means,
if the height of the image is larger than the characters in the line, it will cause the line-height
to increase.

To create an inline image, the img element has to be used. At least the src attribute has to
be provided, which has to specify the image URL. The URL must have the format

image/alias

where alias is the alias of the image-node. For example, following XHTML fragment inserts
an inline image with alias greeting between the words "hello" and "world". Note that
the image is rendered on the same line as the surrounding words:

hello <img src="image/greeting" /> world

The style attribute can be used to provide further CSS formatting properties. However, for
print-output only the CSS property float is considered.

By default, the image is displayed in its original size. To display the image in a different
size, the attributes width and/or height can be supplied. The value of the height/width
attribute has to be a positive number, specifying the size in pixels. Example:

<img src="image/greeting" width="20" height="14"/>

If only the width- or the height-value is specified, then the image is scaled keeping the
image's original width-to-height ratio. Example:

<img src="image/greeting" height="14"/>

Alternatively, the width and/or height of an image can be specified as CSS via the style
attribute. Be aware that when supplying CSS length values, the unit of measure needs to
be appended to the number. Example:

<img src="image/greeting" style="width:20px; height:14px;"/>
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Chapter 6.  Images and Figures

Note:

The title attribute cannot be used for inline images, because an img element with a
title attribute is rendered as a figure (see Section 6.2, “Figures”).

6.2. Figures
A figure is an image that is rendered as a separate block and has a caption attached. A
caption is a title that appears before or after the image. Normally, the caption includes a figure
number and/or a short sentence describing the image. The pattern used for figure captions
is defined by Gentext properties (see 'Gentext configuration' [Docmenta User Manual]).

In Docmenta a figure is created nearly the same way as an inline image (see Section 6.1,
“Inline Images”). The only difference is, that the img element must supply the title at-
tribute. Example:

<img src="image/sunshine" title="A sunny day." />

Note that the image size can be specified the same way as for inline images.

A figure should be set off from the surrounding text. This can be achieved by placing the
figure as a single element inside of a paragraph:

<p><img src="image/sunshine" title="A sunny day." /></p>

Some output formats allow to place the figure to the left or to the right and let the surrounding
text float around the figure. This can be achieved by supplying the CSS property float.
Following is an example, where the figure is aligned to the left and the text is placed on the
right side of the figure:

<p><img src="image/sunshine" title="A sunny day." style="float:left;" /

>This is a floating text example.</p>

You may notice that space is inserted between the figure and the text. The amount of space
inserted between a figure and the surrounding text can be controlled: To change the default
spacing for left-aligned images, change the margin-values of the block-style "float_left".
Accordingly, to change the default spacing for right-aligned images, change the margin-val-
ues of the block-style "float_right". For more information see 'Images' [Docmenta User
Manual] and the description of the block-styles "float_left" and "float_right" in 'Pre-
defined styles' [Docmenta User Manual]. Note that these styles also define the floating space
for left-/right-aligned tables.

Note:

Currently, Apache FOP does not fully support the float property. Therefore, the float
property may be ignored for PDF output.
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Chapter 7. Lists

Following table lists all elements and attributes for creating lists. Only the elements and
attributes listed below are known to be supported for interactive and print output. The last
column gives hints on how the elements should be used.

Element Supported
attributes

Comment

ul style Creates an unordered list. See also the li element below.

The default marker-style depends on the nesting level.
However, the default marker-style can be overwritten us-
ing the style attribute as specified by the CSS standard.
For example, following list is rendered using a disc-marker:

<ul style="list-style-type:disc">

  <li>Coffee</li>

  <li>Tea</li>

  <li>Milk</li>

</ul>

Supported marker styles are: none, circle, disc,
square

ol style Creates an ordered list. See also the li element below.

By default ordered lists use arabic numbers as marker.
However, the default marker-style can be overwritten us-
ing the style attribute as specified by the CSS standard.
For example:

<ol style="list-style-type:upper-roman">

  <li>Coffee</li>

  <li>Tea</li>

  <li>Milk</li>

</ol>

Supported marker styles are: none, decimal, low-
er-alpha, lower-greek, lower-latin, lower-ro-
man, upper-alpha, upper-latin, upper-roman

li value Defines a list item for ordered/unordered lists. For ordered
lists, the value attribute can be used to overwrite the mark-
er value. For example, following list starts with marker val-
ue 4:

<ol>

  <li value="4">Coffee</li>

  <li>Tea</li>

  <li>Milk</li>

</ol>

17



Chapter 7.  L ists

dl A definition-list. Example:

<dl>

  <dt>Coffee</dt>

  <dd>Black hot drink</dd>

  <dt>Milk</dt>

  <dd>White cold drink</dd>

</dl>

dt Defines a term/name in a definition-list. See element dl.

dd Contains the description in a definition-list. See element
dl.

Nesting of lists

Lists can be nested. For example:

<ul>

    <li>Coffee</li>

    <li>Tea

        <ul>

            <li>Black tea</li>

            <li>Green tea</li>

        </ul>

    </li>

    <li>Milk</li>

</ul>

18



Chapter 8. Tables

Following table lists all supported elements and attributes for defining tables. Only the listed
elements and attributes are supported for interactive and print output. The meaning of the
elements and attributes is as defined by the XHTML standard.

Element Supported
attributes

Comment

table align, bgcolor, border,
cellpadding, cellspacing,
class, frame, id, rules,
title

A new table.

caption  The title line of the table.

thead  The table header.

tfoot The table footer.

tbody The table body.

tr align, bgcolor, class,
style, valign

A table row.

th align, bgcolor, class,
colspan, height, nowrap,
rowspan, style, valign,
width

A header cell.

td align, bgcolor, class,
colspan, height, nowrap,
rowspan, style, valign,
width

A table cell.

colgroup A group of column definitions.

col width A column definition.

Specifying the table width

To define the width of a table, either the width or the style attribute can be used. For
example, following two elements both define a table with a width of 250 pixels:

<table width="250"> ... </table>

<table style="width:250px"> ... </table>

Instead of setting a fixed with, the width can also be specified in percent. A percent value
defines the width relative to the screen or page width. Example:

<table width="80%"> ... </table>

19



Chapter 8.  Tables

Specifying the column widths

To define the width of a column, either a colgroup element has to be provided or the width
of a td/th element needs to be set. Following two examples both define a table with the
same column widths:

<table>

  <colgroup>

    <col width="80" />

    <col width="70" />

    <col width="100" />

  </colgroup>

  <tr>

    <td>1. Row, 1. Column</td>

    <td>1. Row, 2. Column</td>

    <td>1. Row, 3. Column</td>

  </tr>

  ...

</table>

This is equivalent to:

<table>

  <tr>

    <td width="80">1. Row, 1. Column</td>

    <td width="70">1. Row, 2. Column</td>

    <td width="100">1. Row, 3. Column</td>

  </tr>

  ...

</table>

If the column width is specified in the td/th element, then it is sufficient to set the width for
only one cell per column (for example the cells in the first row).

The width of cells can also be specified in percent. A percent value defines the width relative
to the complete width of the table.

Cell formatting

By default, the block-style with ID "table_cell" is applied to table cells that are defined by
the td element. The block-style with ID "table_header" is applied to table cells that are
defined by the th element. However, any other user-defined block-style can be applied to
a cell by supplying the class attribute.

Even though it is possible to specify the background-color of a table / row / cell through the
bgcolor attribute, it is recommended to define the background-color by assigning a block-
style through the class attribute (the background-color can then be set as CSS property
background-color).

Referencing tables

Tables can be referenced as described in Section 4.2, “Referencing Figures, Tables and
other Content”. Be aware that for tables the caption element has to be used to define the
table title (instead of the title attribute).
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Chapter 8.  Tables

Page breaks within tables

By default, no page breaks are inserted within a table. If the remaining space on a page is
less than the height of the table to be inserted, then the formatter automatically inserts space
in front of the table, so that the table starts at the beginning of the next page. This bevaviour
makes sense for small tables. However, if a table is large then a lot of space may appear in
front of the table. Furthermore, if a table is larger than the height of a page, then the table
is cut off at the bottom of the page. To avoid this, the formatter can be instructed to allow
page-breaks within a table, by assigning the CSS class keep_together_auto:

<table class="keep_together_auto"> … </table>

Defining landscape tables

A landscape table can be defined by setting the class attribute to the value "landscape_ta-
ble":

<table class="landscape_table"> … </table>
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Chapter 9. Footnotes

Text can be marked as footnote by enclosing the text with the <span class="footnote">
... </span> element. In the following example, the text "This text is a footnote"
appears as footnote:

<p>An example<span class="footnote">This text is a footnote</span>.

Some more text in the paragraph.</p>

In HTML output the footnotes are collected and output at the appropriate location, e.g. at the
end of each chapter. Furthermore in HTML output footnotes are active links. In print output
the footnotes are shown at the end of the page where the footnote reference is located.

Numbering format

By default footnotes are numbered with decimal numbers. However, a different numbering
format (for example i, ii, iii, iv,...) can be set in the output-configuration (see 'Numbering
settings' [Docmenta User Manual]).

Creating multiple references to the same footnote

You can insert further references at different positions within the content to an existing foot-
note. To do this, an identifier has to be assigned to the footnote. A reference to the same
footnote can then be created by creating a footnote with text {see:#id}, where id is the
identifier of the footnote to be referenced. In the following example, the ID "my_note" is
assigned to the footnote in the first paragraph. Furthermore, a second reference to the same
footnote exists in the second paragraph:

<p>An example<span class="footnote" id="my_note">This text is a

footnote</span>.</p>

<p>A reference to the same

footnote<span class="footnote">{see:#my_note}</span>.</p>
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Chapter 10. Index Terms

Text can be marked as index term by enclosing the text with the <span class="index-
term"> ... </span> element. In the following example, the term "Web Browser" has been
inserted at the end of the first sentence:

<p>Firefox is a web-browser<span class="indexterm">Web Browser</

span>.</p>

Note that index terms are not visible in the exported publication at the position where they
have been inserted. That means, the content is rendered the same way as if the indexterm
class included the CSS property "display:none" (for HTML-based output this is how it is
actually realized).

Multiple index terms

To supply more than one index term at the same text position, multiple index terms can be
separated by a pipeline character (|). In the following example, the terms "Web Browser"
and "Internet Browser" are inserted at the same position:

<p>Firefox is a web-browser<span class="indexterm">Web Browser|Inter-

net Browser</span>.</p>

Multi-level index terms

Entries in an index can have up to three levels. This permits grouping of sub-topics under
a keyword. A keyword and its subtopic have to be separated by a double-dash (--). In the
following example, the term "Add-ons" is grouped as a subtopic of "Firefox", which is
itself a subtopic of "Web Browser":

<p>Firefox is a web-browser<span class="indexterm">Web Browser--Fire-

fox</span>. Many add-ons<span class="indexterm">Web Browser--Fire-

fox--Add-ons</span> exist for this browser.</p>

See 'Creating index entries' [Docmenta Tutorial] for an example of how multi-level index
terms are rendered in the index section.

"See ..." index entries

To indicate that an index term is a synonym for another index term, place a {see: ...}
expression at the end of the index term. In the following example, the index term "WWW" is
listed as a synonym for "World Wide Web":

<p>The World Wide Web<span class="indexterm">World Wide Web</span> be-

came popular in the 90s. WWW<span class="indexterm">WWW {see: World

Wide Web}</span> is the acronym for "World Wide Web".</p>

Be aware that an index term can at most have one {see: ...} expression. Placing more
than one {see: ...} expression at the end of an index term leads to a formatting error.
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Chapter 10. Index Terms

"See also ..." index entries

To insert a reference from one index term to another index term, place one or more {seeal-
so: ...} expressions at the end of the index term. In the following example, the index term
"Web Browser" references the index terms "Firefox" and "Internet Explorer":

<p>A web-browser<span class="indexterm">Web Browser {seealso:Fire-

fox}{seealso:Internet Explorer}</span> is a viewing application.</p>

Index range entries

If an index entry should logically cover a range of pages, then an index term has to be placed
at the start of the range and at the end of the range. The index term at the start of the range
has to get the prefix {start:range_id}, where range_id is a unique identifier for the
range. Allowed characters for range_id are letters, digits and underscore. The index term
at the end of the range has to be {end:range_id}, where range_id is the same identi-
fier as supplied in the start of the range. Following example defines a range with identifier
"browser_config" for the index term "Web Browser--configuration":

<span class="indexterm">{start:browser_config}Web Browser--configura-

tion</span>

  ...
<span class="indexterm">{end:browser_config}</span>
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Chapter 11. Controlling Page Breaks

11.1. Avoiding Page Breaks within Blocks
For the following elements a flag can be set that suppresses the insertion of page-breaks
within the element:

• div

• p

• pre

• table

The flag is set by adding the name "keep_together" to the list of CSS classes supplied
in the class attribute. Example:

<div class="note keep_together"> ... </div>

If the flag is set and the remaining space on the page is less than the height of the element,
then the element is moved to the next page. Be aware, that if page breaks are suppressed
for an element, then it has to be assured that the element fits completely on one page.
Otherwise the element flows into the footer of the page and content may be cut off at the
bottom of the page.

Alternatively, the flag can also be set through the style attribute, by adding the pseudo
CSS property "keep-together:always". That means, the example above could also be
written as:

<div class="note" style="keep-together:always;"> ... </div>

However, it is recommended to use the class attribute instead of the style attribute, be-
cause the property "keep-together:always" is no standardized CSS property, which
may be detected as warnings when the content is checked for HTML conformity.

11.2. Inserting Page Breaks
In Docmenta a page-break can be inserted by adding a style property. The style properties
to insert page-breaks are no standardized CSS. In other words, these properties are specif-
ic to Docmenta. Furthermore, these properties only have effect for print-output. For HTML
output, page break properties are ignored.

Following block-elements allow the insertion of a page-break condition:

• p

• pre

• ul

• ol

• table

Docmenta supports two types of page-breaks:
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Chapter 11. Control l ing Page Breaks

1. Hard Page Breaks

2. Conditional Page Breaks

11.2.1. Hard Page Breaks
A hard page-break is a page-break that is always inserted before or after a given element.
To insert a hard page-break before an element, add the value "page-break-before:al-
ways" to the style attribute of the element. For example, the following div element always
starts on a new page:

<p class="note" style="page-break-before:always;">

    …

</p>

Accordingly, if a hard page-break shall be inserted after a block-element, add the value
"page-break-after:always" to the style attribute of the element. Example:

<p class="note" style="page-break-after:always;">

    …

</p>

11.2.2. Conditional Page Breaks
A conditional page-break is a page-break that is inserted only if the remaining space on
the page is less than a given value. A conditional page break has to be defined for the
element before which the page break shall be inserted. To insert a conditional page-break,
add the value "page-break-condition:space" to the style attribute of the element,
where space is the minimum required space.

For example, given a list that has a height of less than 5cm. To avoid a page-break within
the list, following page break condition could be used:

<ul style="page-break-condition:5cm;">

    …

</ul>

Given this example, if the remaining space on the page is less than 5cm, then a page break is
inserted before the list. This way, a page break within the list is avoided as long as the height
of the list is less than 5cm. If the list is larger than 5cm, then it is assured that the page break
is not inserted at the very beginning of the list, because at least 5cm of remaining space exist.
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Chapter 12. Non-supported Elements

In Docmenta the element blockquote should not be used. Instead a div element with
a user-defined block-style, for example <div class="quotedblock">...</div> should
be used.

However, if the blockquote element is used in XHTML source, then in current implemen-
tation of Docmenta, elements within a blockquote are indented by the amount of space
that has been defined for lists (see the setting for list indentation in the output configuration).
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